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About This Software

RealityCapture (a.k.a. RC) is the world's fastest and the most accurate software for creating 3D content from photos
and/or laser scans for virtual reality, games, for creating 3D maps or for surveyors. Take your digital camera or phone, it does
not have to be expensive professional camera, take some pictures and create 3D content in just few minutes. RC is easy to use

with intuitive UI and online tutorials.

Everybody can scan, it is great fun! Export your scene to Destinations from Valve and share your 3D content with your friends
in virtual reality.

What Is Inside?

 Automatic 3D model creation from your photographs (or laser scans)

 Automatic alignment/registration/calibration of images and laser scans

 Advanced coloring and texturing algorithms

 3D model export into standard formats (fbx, obj, ply, xyz)

 A set of tools for analyzing alignment quality and accuracy, mesh reconstruction, 3D model post-processing (filtration,
simplification, smoothing), etc.
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 No limits on model size! Models of unlimited size and detail. Even billions of triangles on a computer with 16GB
memory

 And much more…

The major competitive excellence: if you double inputs, the processing time will be doubled as well, but any other software will
usually increase it fourfold.

Version properties

 Free updates/upgrades

 Floating online license

 Max 2500 images/scans per project

Demo version limitations

 Export restrictions

 Scenes created in RealityCapture demo cannot be loaded in paid instances of RealityCapture
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Capturing Reality
Publisher:
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does whats advertised, creates good models from photos, is simple to use.
Have occasionally had issues with stitching the model together, however i expect its due to either changing light conditions or
not enough photos as reference.. Out of ten attempts I have successfully loaded this program once. During that use I was only
able to create an object with reasonably unwrapped UVs once as well - all other object attempts used less than 5% of the
available UV space. Cannot recommend it until they fix numerous issues crippling its use.

A lot of people have recommended this as the best photogrammetry tool but I'm not seeing it. Faster and failed is not better than
slower and successful.. Great software, works fine, on all my computers and notebooks, could handle 2000-8000 picture easily.
This is the fastest solution for now !! Using it for 5 months already. Recomend it for sure !!!.. i thaught this program would be a
usefull utility. however it has been very underwhelming with the image sets i have tried it with so far.
going to give this one more chance tommorow.

*edited

ok so ill edit this since people are wingeing. (and no i cant spell im dyslexic dont give a ♥♥♥♥)

i am currently modeling a real scene, after visiting the scene i took several hundred photographs as one would expect. i wanted
to give this software a try. the software kept repeetedly stopped responding after adding my images and attempting to align
them.
i also could not find a way to remove images i no longer wanted in the set (right click:remove immage would have been usefull)

i was underwhelmed by the whole thing. this is my first impression, as i literaly said above i was going to use it more today and
give it anouther go. if people care to read :)

the subscription price model is also a big turn off and i wont be re-newing it.

the aditional fetures that i cant test might be good i cant say.
the output formats are fine it does what one wants.
i dont like the UI and bits and pieces seem off, where more or less information could be displayed.

but hey if you dont like my review go rent it and leave one of your own.... The thing is indeed VERY fast. When it works. But
right now I am sitting in front of it while it's stuck genereating a mesh. It says it's in progress, the app itself didn't hang, UI is
responsive. But CPU and GPU usage is ZERO, the progress is stuck on the same place for hours. I know it can finish this scene
in an hour or so, it did it in the past, but not now for some reason. WTF? What should I do to unstuck it? I tried to restart it and
launch again - no luck. Tried to clear the cache - still nothing.
What did I pay money for? Make it somewhat slower, but working 100% of time. I need final RESULT.

PS. If i press Abort, it gets stuck forever aborting.. I highly not recommend this garbage! It's not the fastest software which they
claim. I paid this software (PAID!). When i want to export orthophoto, first i have to send them to statistics. Because they
export my creations in return for some statistics in this version... It's very slow also and very difficult to use. Orthophoto and
model quality very low. I want to write more things about "softwarish" thing. But it's waste of time!! I want to give a chance
despite of other comments but they were right!. Great piece of software for photogrammetry! It's very easy to learn with an
intuitive user interface. Though you'll need patience or a very powerful computer for large detailed models or scenes to render..
I have been using Agisoft Photoscan and Pix4d for over a year, Recap 360 for a few months and started working with RC Beta
early this year. I really like the speed and quality that RC delivers especially when comparing the price of the others. For general
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photogrammetry RC is now my go to app.

I still use Pix4d, for now, to do mapping of stockpiles and quarries in order to get the volumetric calculations. Would really like
to see more industrial features added to RC.. ATTENTION: it can allways and anytime happen out of the blue that RC lost the
connection to steam, and then your work is lost whatsoever. No chance to save, no chance to reconnect. What ever you have
done, it is lost.

other than that, its great.
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Why can not renew?？？？？？？. This is a small team that does try very hard to make any problems right with the user. I can say
even though I have been what most would consider rude, they still remained pofessional and made it right. This does not give
you a pass to be rude ;)

It is also the fastest photogrammety software out there!. This is very good software.

My only complaint is the intermittent capcha questions coming up on export, that's really annoying when when processing loads
of scans and doing multiple exports of the same thing.. This is a good product - I have used it to create hires scans of clay
models. Managed to get geo representations of fingerprints in the cla and even smaller.. ATTENTION: it can allways and
anytime happen out of the blue that RC lost the connection to steam, and then your work is lost whatsoever. No chance to save,
no chance to reconnect. What ever you have done, it is lost.

other than that, its great.
. I'm from Turkey and I can't run RC without using vpn.. incredibly fast app, much faster than Agisoft Photoscan. For
40$/month, the amount of licensing issues and inexplicable crashes baffles me, with no 1:1 support from the devs at this tier (go
figure).

Even then, it's still the fastest photogrammetry software
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